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QUESTION 1

Select the answer that describes what the CLI command diag debug authd fsso list is used for. 

A. Monitors communications between the FSSO Collector Agent and FortiGate unit. 

B. Displays which users are currently logged on using FSSO. 

C. Displays a listing of all connected FSSO Collector Agents. 

D. Lists all DC Agents installed on all Domain Controllers. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements are correct regarding virtual domains (VDOMs)? (Select all that apply.) 

A. VDOMs divide a single FortiGate unit into two or more virtual units that function as multiple, independent units. 

B. A management VDOM handles SNMP, logging, alert email, and FDN-based updates. 

C. VDOMs share firmware versions, as well as antivirus and IPS databases. 

D. Only administrative users with a \\'super_admin\\' profile will be able to enter multiple VDOMs to make configuration
changes. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine the two static routes to the same destination subnet 172.20.168.0/24 as shown below; then answer the
question following it. 

config router static edit 1 set dst 172.20.168.0 255.255.255.0 set distance 20 set priority 10 set device port1 next edit 2
set dst 172.20.168.0 255.255.255.0 set distance 20 set priority 20 set device port2 next end 

Which of the following statements correctly describes the static routing configuration provided above? 

A. The FortiGate unit will evenly share the traffic to 172.20.168.0/24 through both routes. 

B. The FortiGate unit will share the traffic to 172.20.168.0/24 through both routes, but the port2 route will carry
approximately twice as much of the traffic. 

C. The FortiGate unit will send all the traffic to 172.20.168.0/24 through port1. 

D. Only the route that is using port1 will show up in the routing table. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements correctly describes the deepscan option for HTTPS? 

A. When deepscan is disabled, only the web server certificate is inspected; no decryption of content occurs. 

B. Enabling deepscan will perform further checks on the server certificate. 

C. Deepscan is only applicable to mail protocols, where all IP addresses in the header are checked. 

D. With deepscan enabled, archived files will be decompressed before scanning for a more comprehensive file
inspection. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is examining the attack logs and notices the following entry: 

device_id=FG100A3907508962 log_id=18432 subtype=anomaly type=ips timestamp=1270017358 pri=alert
itime=1270017893 severity=critical src=192.168.1.52 dst=64.64.64.64 src_int=internal serial=0 status=clear_session
proto=6 service=http vd=root count=1 src_port=35094 dst_port=80 attack_id=100663402 sensor=protect-servers
ref=http://www.fortinet.com/ids/VID100663402 msg="anomaly: tcp_src_session, 2 > threshold 1" policyid=0
carrier_ep=N/A profile=N/A dst_int=N/A user=N/A group=N/A 

Based solely upon this log message, which of the following statements is correct? 

A. This attack was blocked by the HTTP protocol decoder. 

B. This attack was caught by the DoS sensor "protect-servers". 

C. This attack was launched against the FortiGate unit itself rather than a host behind the FortiGate unit. 

D. The number of concurrent connections to destination IP address 64.64.64.64 has exceeded the configured
threshold. 

Correct Answer: B 
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